
BEST Bundle Campaign – FAQ – Effective 12th April 2018) 
 
1. What is BEST? 

Best is a subscription Bundle (Combo) where each time customer subscribe for RM28.00, they 
will get the following 

 10GB high speed data -2G/3G/4G (7GB YouTube & video streaming) + (3GB Normal 
browsing & Others) 

 IDD minutes for once of the following countries(customer must choose which country they 
want the minutes for):- 

o 90 minutes for Bangladesh or 
o 90 minutes for India or 
o 50 minutes for Indonesia or 
o 10 minutes for Nepal or 
o 10 minutes for Myanmar 

 Rm9 Local call- (30Sen/Min ) equivalent to 30 minutes  

 Rm5 Remittance discount voucher for service charge(once a month) 
 
2. How much the BEST package will cost me? 

 It’s RM28.00 
 
3. Do I get the BEST package upon recharge RM30? 

 NO. You must Subscribe (purchase) the BEST Package  
 If you are already using Merchantrade SIM,  

o You need to make sure you have at least RM32 balance in your prepaid account.  
 

 If you are NOT using Merchantrade SIM,  
o You need to purchase Merchantrade SIM and make sure you recharge RM30 + RM5 = 

RM35 to make sure your balance is more than RM32 so that you are able to purchase 
best plan. 

 
4. If the Price of this BEST is 28.00, why my minimum balance should be RM35?  

 If you are using Pay Per Use(PPU) Data, System will automatically block RM2 of your Prepaid 
Airtime while you are browsing. Therefore if you recharge 30, your balance after GST Deduction 
will be RM28.20 and if system block RM2 for PPU usage, then your remaining Balance will be 
RM26.20 which is NOT sufficient to purchase the BEST plan. 

 
4. How do I subscribe the BEST package? 

o Via SMS – Draft new SMS by type the code and send to 60006 
o Via MyTube* Apps – launch the apps and select the BEST plan, click subscribe, choose 

the country and submit. Click confirm when you were asked, RM28.00 will be deducted 
once you confirm the subscription 

        * MyTube is Merchantrade Mobile Apps which can be downloaded from Google Play Store or Apps Store 
 
 
 
 
 



5. What are the codes to be included in the SMS subscription? 
 

Code To Send SMS 

Countries Codes 

Bangladesh B30BD 

India B30IN 

Indonesia B30ID 

Nepal B30NP 

Myanmar B30MM 

6. What are the codes to be included in the APPS subscription? 
 No code required if you subscribe using Apps. The Apps menu will guide/direct you to subscribe 

the package and choose the IDD minutes.  
 

7. What if I reload RM35 twice on the same day and have Rm70 balance in my prepaid account, can I  
       Subscribe twice? 

 No. you will be only entitled for once single subscription   
 

8. Can I subscribe the BEST plan every day? 
 NO. You only can subscribe after 5 days from your previous subscription. Eg. If you subscribe BEST 

plan on 1st April you only can subscribe again on 6th April. 
 

9. Maximum how many times I can subscribe BEST plan within a month 
 If the month has 31 days you can subscribe for 7 times 
 If the month has 28/29/30 days you can subscribe for 6 times 

 
10. What is the validity for the Best plan?  

 10GB data valid for 30 days 
 IDD minutes valid for 15 days 
 Rm9 local calls valid for 15 days 
 Rm5 Remittance discount voucher valid once in a month via SMS. 

 
11. Can I choose more than one country for the IDD minutes? 

 No. You only can choose ONE country per subscription 
 
12. How do I check the remaining balance of my 10GB/IDD minutes/Local Minutes? 

o You can send SMS type B30 Bal and send to 60006 and you will get the balance 
notification 

o If you are using MyTube apps, choose BEST plan and click “Check Balance”  
 

13. How much is the starter pack, and what is preloaded airtime for the sim pack? 
 If Customers purchase the starter pack without Bundle of Reload 30 

o Super Pack Starter Pack is RM10 preloaded with RM5 airtime.  
o Doowit/Wow pack is RM4. No airtime inside the pack 

 If customers Purchase the Starter pack Bundle with reload 30, then customer will get FREE starter 
Pack 

 



14. Do I still get the free internet every month? 
 YES. You will get the basic Internet of 500MB FREE every month at the speed of 64k bps 

 
15. What will happen to the free basic internet once I subscribe the BEST plan? 
 Our system works on the following DATE Priority order 

 1st freebies Or Subscription(Best 28 Bundle) 

 2nd = MI(Mobile Internet)/Data Bundle 

 3rd = BI(Basic Internet of 500MB) 

 4th Pay Per Use (PPU) 
 
For Example 

 Every month, customer will get free 500MB BI which will be at low speed (64kbps). If customer 
purchase 1GB MI on 2nd April, already used 300MB in one day, and on 3rd April, customer 
purchase Best plan bundle, he will be using the 10GB since it’s on the 1st priority.  

 Once 10GB finished for example in 8 days, then he will continue to use the remaining 700MB or 
the MI which he purchased on 2nd April. Let’s say he finished the 700MB on 12th April, customer 
will be able to continue the BI.  

 And by 14th April, customer have finished the 500MB free BI, then customer will be charged 
based on PPU (5sen/MB).  If any time after 13th April, customer purchase another Best plan 
Bundle, then he will be able to continue using the 10GB for the next 30 days.  

 However if customer finished the 10GB by 25th April, he will be able to continue the free 500MB 
BI. And if customer find it the BI is too slow, then customer is able to purchase another Best plan 
or MI of 1GB for rm7. 

 
16. What is the MI charges? 

 For MI, we only have one package  IGB = rm7 and the validity is for 7 days 
 
17. What is the PPU Charges? 

 PPU charges is 5sen/MB charged at 50KB block 
 
18. What are the standard IDD call rates? 

 IDD Call Rates for the main countries as below 
 For other IDD call rates please visit our website 

 

Countries 
Prepaid Plans 

Bonus Super 

Bangladesh Rm0.14 Rm0.14 

India Rm0.10 Rm0.10 

Indonesia Rm0.24 Rm0.24 

Nepal Rm0.70 Rm0.70 

Myanmar-Mpt Rm0.86 Rm0.86 

Myanmar- Others Rm0.98 Rm0.98 

 
 
 
 



19. What will be the charging block for the calls? 
 Its 30sec block  

For Example 
When customer make IDD call to India the charges is 0.10, if they talk less then 30Sec the charges 
will be 5sen & if customer talk above 40sec then it will be round up to the next 30 sec & the 
charges will be Rm0.10 

 
20. Does the Best plan IDD minutes also charged at 30sec block? 

 NO. IDD minutes purchased under the BEST plan will be charged at 60sec block. 
For Example 
When customer make IDD call to India the charges is 0.10, Customer will be charge at 60sec block 
even they talk for 5sec means the charges will be Rm0.10 

 
21. Can I use the free basic internet for anything? 

 YES but it will be at low speed. 64KBPS 
 
22. For the 10GB, if I finished 7GB for Video, but my 3GB is not finished, will it allow me to use the 3GB 
      for Video and online streaming  

 NO. You only can use the 7GB for video streaming. 
 

23. For the 10GB, if I finished 3GB for browsing, but my 7GB is not finished, will it allow me to use the 
       7GB for Normal Internet Browsing? 

 NO. 3GB is for internet browsing only. 
 
24. If I subscribe again after 5 days but I haven’t fully utilised the remaining 10GB data or the free IDD  
      Minutes, what will happen? 

 The remaining balance will accumulated with new subscription. 

 
25. How do I get the Rm5 Remittance discount voucher? 

 You get RM5 discount voucher for remittance services with Merchantrade when you reload RM30 
airtime credit. This voucher is given once per month only via SMS. 

  
26. Where can I use the RM5 discount voucher for remittance? 

 The RM5 discount voucher can be used in any of Merchantrade branches or appointed 
Merchantrade Remittance agents within Malaysia. 

  
27. Can I use the same voucher more than once? 

 No. You can use the voucher only once before the expiry date defined in the SMS. 
 

28. How long the BEST 30 promotion will be ongoing? 
 This promotion is valid until further notice.   


